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● BCHM 612 Bioinformatic Analysis of Genome Scale Data
● BCHM 495 R for Molecular Biosciences
● ILS 595 Data Management at the Bench
● ILS 295/ENGR 103 Developing Your Data Mind
● ILS 995 Data Sharing and Publication
● ILS 295/CS 290 Data Science and Society: Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues
● ILS 595/ANTH 592 Data Management and Curation for Qualitative Research
● HON 399 Critical Data Studies
● ILS 595-H Open Seminar in Critical Data Studies
● ILS 295 Data Management
● ILS 295 Introduction to Data Management *IDSI education ecosystem award
● ILS 695 Digital Humanities *IDSI education ecosystem award 
● ILS 695 Digital and Analog Archives
● PHIL 293 Ethics for Data Science
Selected courses currently being offered
● Engineering in the World of Data
● The Data Mine: Critical Data Studies
Learning Communities
● Women in Data Science
● Critical Data Studies Lecture Series
● Dawn or Doom
● GIS Day
● Center for the Science of Information Summer Workshop
● The Tinkering Humanist
● Graduate student workshops
Selected seminars and events


1. Helps you write an effective data management plan to include with your grant 
proposal
2. Gives you a private, online project space to share and manage your data with 
your collaborators
3. Enables you to publish your data in a scholarly context with a Digital Object 
Identifier (DOI)
4. Archives your data for a minimum of 10 years with standards-based policies 
and archival best practices
5. Reports monthly impact and how many times your data are viewed, 
downloaded, and cited
Purdue University Research Repository

Acquiring and managing collections of data...
To request a dataset to be purchased by the 
Libraries, speak with your subject librarian.





● ...and ~600 more from the Databases link on the Libraries main web page!
● Purdue Libraries and School of Information Studies
● Librarians by subject
● Research Data division of Libraries (STEW 174)
● Spring 2019 ILS Course Offerings
● Engineering in the World of Data Learning Community
● The Data Mine: Critical Data Studies
● Women in Data Science
● GIS Day
● The Tinkering Humanist
● Library Guide: Data Storage at Purdue
● Library Guide: Sensitive Research Data Management
● Purdue University Research Repository
● Purdue GIS Portal
● Purdue e-Archives
● Libraries subscribed/purchased datasets and databases
Links
